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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Briefly
Local
Christmas bake sale:

The Wood County Hospital Guild will have its 20th
annual Gift Shop Christmas
Bake Sale Thursday, Nov. 7
and Friday, Nov. 8 from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m. in the hospital
guild room and gift shop, located at 950 W. Wooster St.
Art exhibit:
A modern art exhibit by
Toni Paul vir-Kuller will
open at Grounds For
Thought, 174 N. Main St., 7
to 10 p.m. Saturday.
Paulvir-Fuller is a 1987
University graduate now
living in Portage. She said
modern art is therapeutic.
"The emotions I can express through my art are
often the emotions which
are denied or repressed, as
society has taught us to do,"
she said. "Instead of logging, I paint or draw.

Campus
Journalism meetings:

All journalism students
are asked to be present at
the journalism accrediting
meeting Monday, Nov. 11 at
1:30 p.m. The meetings will
be in the following rooms:
Biiblic relations-201 West
all; magazine and news
editorial-121 West Hall; and
broadcast journalism-200
West Hall.

Build a home:

Most realtors don't build
homes, which is why they
will build a model home during a real estate course being offered at the University.
The course, which will be
offered Nov. 9-10 and Nov.
16-17 by the Office of Continuing Education and
Summer Programs, is designed to enable real estate
personnel to handle technical questions a buyer might
ask.
The fee for the course is
$150 and has been approved
for 30 hours of Continuing
Education units.
For more information or
to enroll call 372-3181.

Slate
Polluter jailed:
CINCINNATI — A businessperson who illegally
disposed of hazardous waste
ana falsified records as a
cover-up was sentenced
Wednesday to eight years in
Erison and fined $2.7 milon.
The fine against Donald J.
Bohnert, 63, was Ohio's
largest environmental fine
against an individual, prosecutors said.

Lottery picks:

Here are the selections
Wednesday night in the Ohio
Lottery:
Super Lotto:
4-13-18-28-42-45
The jackpot is $20 million.
Kicker: 0-4-2-2-8-1
Pick 3 Numbers: 7-2-7
Pick 4 Numbers: 9*3-5
Cards: Queen of Hearts
King of Clubs
Eight of Diamonds
Three of Spades

Weallicr
Clear and cold:
Today, flurries likely during the morning, then becoming partly sunny. High
25 to 30. North winds 10 to 15
mph. The chance of snow is
60 percent. Tonight, mostly
clear and cold. Near record
low in the middle teens.
compiled by local and
wire reports
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Loud and clear:

Bush vows to 'try harder' as he reads voters' lips
by David Espo
The Associated Press

Democrats savored Sen. Harris Wofford's smashing victory in Pennsylvania
on Wednesday as evidence of increasing
strength heading into the 1992 campaigns
for the White House and Congress.
A chastened President Bush said
"we'll try even harder" to repair the
economy and expand health insurance.
The sensitive issue of race vied with
pocketbook concerns in post-mortems on
the off-year elections. Bush hailed the
surprise victory of Republican Kirk Fordice in the Mississippi governor's race
after a campaign that stressed opposition to racial quotas.
At the same lime, the president sharply attacked Republican David Duke, the
former Ku Klux Klansman running in
next week's gubernatorial runoff in Louisiana. Bush said he'd vote for the Democrat in the race if he had to choose.
Sponsors of term limitations for members of Congress licked their wounds
after suffering a surprising defeat in
Washington state, but vowed the issue
would re-emerge in a dozen states or
more next year.
"Mark another one up for the ruling
class of career politicians," said Ann
Best, executive director of Citizens for

Congressional Reform.
Said seven-term Rep. Vic Fazio, D-Calif., "I don't think any of us should
underestimate the frustration and anger
that people feel."
The crosscurrents were strong in elections that reached from the U.S. Senate
to county supervisors.
While the term-limitation measure
failed in Washington, incumbents were
turned out of office in striking numbers
— Gov. Ray Mabus in Mississippi and
Mayor Kathy Whitmire in Houston
among them.
House Speaker Tom Foley, who rallied
the opposition to the term-limit measure
in Washington, said the results showed
voters aren't "blind, raging, out of control" despite their anger.
Anti-tax sentiment came through loud
and clear in New Jersey, where Democrats lost control of the legislature after
pushing through a large tax increase in
1990.
Wofford said his upset victory over
former Attorney General Dick Thornburgh after a campaign that stressed nationwide health care and extended jobless benefits showed Americans "wanted
to deal with problems of our own." Appointed to the Senate last spring after the
death of Sen. John Heinz, Wofford will
serve the three years left in Heinz' sixyear term.

"The clear loser was
George Bush."
—George Mitchell, Senate
Majority Leader
Ronald Brown, chairperson of the
Democratic National Committee, said
Tuesday's results showed "Americans
are ready for change."
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell said, "the clear loser was George
Bush."
The president flew to a NATO summit
in Rome, and Democrats who regularly
accuse him of devoting too much time to
diplomacy could scarcely contain their
glee.
But the president noted the GOP
triumphs in Mississippi, New Jersey and
a U.S. House race in Virginia, and said,
"Please don't look at the part of the glass
that is only half full."
The president conceded the power of
economic concerns, saying, "There's a
message here for the administration and
a message for the United States Congress. When the economy is slow, people
are concerned. I want to try to find ways

to help because people are hurting."
"We'll go the extra mile and we'll try
even harder," he promised.
He pledged to offer "something that's
constructive" in the way of a health insurance proposal. And in comments
seemingly aimed at Congress, he pointed
to the New Jersey legislative races as
evidence that voters don't want higher
taxes.
As for his own race, Bush said he
wasn't taking anything for granted but
that "I feel pretty good about it."
The issue of race is a troubling one for
Republicans. Bush gained support in 1988
by pointing to a black criminal, Willie
Horton, to stress his opposition to Michael Dukakis' embrace of prisoner furloughs. And he frequently stresses his
opposition to racial quotas in hiring and
elsewhere.
They scheduled events in Rome, Iowa;
Rome, Mo.; and Rome, Ohio, to "call attention to the devastating effects of Reagan-Bush economics." And they sold
T-shirts for $10 that bore the inscription:
"George Bush went to Rome, and all I
got was this lousy recession."
Bush, still a favorite in his unannounced race for re-election, confessed he
was "depressed" by the defeat of Thornburgh, his former attorney general.

Student
trustees
work to
get vote
by Kirk Pavelich
student government reporter

Members of the Ohio Student
Association began formulating
legislative strategy this weekend
in an attempt to make student
trustees full voting members.
The strategy
session came as
a result of a resolution passed
by OSA at its
Oct. 6 meeting
granting full
support to such
legislation.
According to
OSA Legisla- !
tive Director Sears
David Francisco, the purpose of
the meeting was to discuss the
work currently in progress and to
incorporate those ideas into an
overall strategy for the state.
"Our charge on Sunday was to
develop a legislative strategy for
all schools to use and modify on
their own campuses so that the
idea will become law," he said.
Francisco said the strategy
discussed at the conference will
be arranged in the form of a
"strategy manual" that will be
distributed at the next OSA meeting, scheduled for Nov. 24 at the
University of Toledo.
The University was represented at the conference by Undergraduate Student Government President Mike Sears. The
main strategy to come out of the
meeting involved planned
courses of action for each individual university, Sears said.
"We planned some strategy
that every student government in
the state should pass a bill that allows student trustees to attend
executive session," he said.
Sears said USG at this campus
will Immediately begin work on
its version of the bill. Sears said
such a bill is an important first
step to eventually getting the goal
of full voting privileges accomplished.
"The main issue is giving student trustees more say in what is
going on," he said.
Currently, the University allows two students appointed by
the governor to sit on the board,
but they are not allowed to vote
on board issues or to attend executive sessions.
Sears said he believes such a
bill will be ready for the General
Assembly before the end of the
semester.
a See OSA, page 6.
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Pre-Class Progression
Preparing for her introduction to guitar class, rehabilitation
counseling graduate student Candice Richardson practices a
progression of notes on the second floor of Moore Musical Arts

Center Wednesday afternoon. Richardson has had the guitar for
one and one-half years and said she decided to take the course because It sounded interesting.

Health care task force created
by J. J. Thompson
administration reporter

The Health Care Task Force is on a mission from the president.
Appointed by University President Paul
Olscamp, the 16-member committee has
been asked to make recommendations for
improvements in the University health care
benefit plan.
Committee chairperson Donald Boren
said the task force is currently researching
different health care delivery systems such
as Health Maintenance Organizations and
Preferred Provider Organizations, along
with wellness programs and possible screening programs for health care services.
We're looking at a wide range of programs at providing health care and then
we'll narrow it down to a recommendation,"
he said.
Committee member Dr. Joshua Kaplan
said the amount of resources available in
studying the topic will help the committee
make a recommendation.
"One of the things I think we can be optimistic about is there have been several universities working for a large amount of time

[on the issue 1 and there is a lot out there to
draw from," he said.
He said he is also optimistic about the
committee's ability to make the University's
current health care program more efficient.
"There is some inefficiency in our current
system," he said. "[But] I think we will
make significant progress in offsetting the
continuing rising costs of health care — I believe in America and apple pie, too."
Kaplan said he did not think any university has found a way of reducing actual costs
for health care, which are expected to continue to rise faster than inflation due to medical advances. However, he said he does
think the committee might find ways to improve efficiency.
"The reason we're spending more is more
services are available," he said. "We have
cures for diseases and illnesses once considered incurable. It's potentially a problem, but it's also quite exciting."
Ideally, Boren said the committee should
be ready to make recommendations to Olscamp in late March or early April.
"But I don't know at this tune if we'll be
able to do that," he said. "It's hard to predict."
Most of the committee's time so far has

been spent taking suggestions from the University community. Boren said the committee is planning to speak with an Owens, HI.,
representative and will talk to people from
several industries.
"We spent time just taking down people's
suggestions," he said. "We're building a list
of possibilities and we'll be bringing in a lot
of people from industry to take a look at
what they've done."
Boren said the task force eventually will
divide into sub-committees to look at specific areas of health care. Once the committee
has its recommendations prepared, they will
be shown to Classified Staff Council, Administrative Staff Council, Faculty Senate and
the University Board of Trustees for review.
"After that I would think that we would be
putting something out," he said. "My goal Is
to get a recommendation to the president."
While the task force is looking at different
areas of health care, Boren said he plans to
keep the University staff updated on what
the committee is considering and would like
input from the University staff.
"I also want the various groups to know
what we're doing and make suggestions," he
said.

Protesters get response to demands
by Steve Gray
contributing reporter
In a letter Wednesday from
Vice President of Operations
Robert Martin, the demands of
students protesting an allegedly
fallacious police report met with
a shortfall.
Several black organizations
have been protesting the report,
which arose from an Aug. 28
dance involving fraternity Phi
Beta Sigma. Protest leaders
claim the report exaggerated the

number of people involved in a
fight at the dance.
In response to the report, protesters are making six demands
of the University s Safety Department, including the resignation of Cpl. John Shumaker for
allegedly falsifying a police report, an apology from Shumaker,
a more culturally-diverse police
force and the right to hire outside
security for campus events, providing they meet state requirements.
Martin had agreed to three of

the demands, but the letter
Wednesday reworded the protesters' original proposals and,
according to protest leaders, diluted the serious nature of the
project.
For instance, the leaders' original demand was for minority organizations to have the right to
hire outside security personnel
for campus functions. The letter
Wednesday changed that demand, stating students should reconsider using University security.

The letter also stated any possible action against Shumaker
would only come through "due
process."
"With ... dedicated effort, I am
convinced we can attain resolutions which have mutual acceptability," stated the letter, cosigned by Martin and Vice President for Student Affairs Mary
Edmonds.
At a meeting Wednesday evening of the University's mediation
G See Demands, page 3.
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Faculty Senate: verbose
pontification personified
Back in the good ol' days, Faculty
Senate occupied itself with bringing down the University's head honchos
and passing carefully-crafted "more
money for the faculty resolutions.
Now the senate serves little purpose
other than giving professors a place to
dodge students for a couple of hours
each month.
In three meetings this fall, the sole
resolution the senate has thrown its approval to is a condolence statement to
the wife of a deceased faculty member.
The other 99 percent of the time,
Faculty Senate has been mired in a
quagmire of unproductive infighting
that has solidified its role and stature
as the laughingstock of constituent
groups.
It all started off so promising. At
University President Paul Olscamp's
opening address to employees, Senate
Chairperson Leigh Chiarelott promised
to continue a healing period between
the senate and central administration
and Board of Trustees begun under
Harold Lunde's term.
He has lived up to his word — the
senate has been much less antiestablishment than during the AnnMarie Lancaster years, when motions
such as the "no confidence" resolution
condemning Olscamp were the rule.
But Chiarelott has failed to correct
the senate's fundamental problem
—the senate is nothing more than
60-some professors sitting in a room
trying to show each other how smart
they are.
Tuesday, Faculty Senate spent
nearly all of its two-hour meeting time
debating the grammar of proposed
changes to the University's Academic
Charier. It is a monumental project on
which the senate has been working for
a year and a half.

With the senate's problems, the
Amendment and Bylaws Committee —
headed by political science professor
D.S. Chauhan — is not likely to see its
academic charter work bear fruit.
And it is a shame.
In April, The BG News ran a series
detailing the problems and promise of
Faculty Senate and offering its suggestions for how to improve the body. We
repeat some key points now because
they are even more timely:
• The senate must do something
about its lengthy debates — if for no
other reason than they make the senate
appear inept in the eyes of the University's movers and shakers. Time limits
on debates are a drastic measure, but
one that should be exercised more
often.
• The senate — until it can straighten
out its act — must begin meeting more
often than once a month. The teachers
of this university deserve more out of
their elected representatives, and God
knows the senate always has unfinished business to conduct.
• Senators have to make themselves
more familiar with the issues and resolutions that come to the senate floor.
Skilled mathematicians would have
difficulty counting the number of questions asked by senators who obviously
had not done their homework.
Grizzled veterans of the debating
wars in Faculty Senate know the senate
takes a long time to conduct its business. It is a democratic body, and debate is the inevitable result.
But even these people are admitting
they have rarely seen the senate in
worse form.
...
Faculty Senate has always been relatively ineffective, but it may never
have been this bad.
And these people grade us.

Like, omigod! I'm no Fluffer!
GUEST COLUMN
Dan Cowan
Senior
Public Relations

This is a public service message from me, Dan Cowan. I really nave to tell somebody about
this because...hmmmmm...well,
I just want to get it out.

If the hair lift was naturally
meant to be that way, that's cool
— let it be. But this lift was in no
way a natural hair phenomenon.
It was a creation, artwork, something that took hours to construct
This is where the whole situation
blows me away. As she turned the
corner, somebody bumped into
her. I noticed her head shake a
little, but her hair didn't move
from the mold it was set in — it
Just vibrated like a guitar string.
This hair so tight and in control,
was firmly positioned to say the
least. Even a brush would have a
most difficult time cutting
through it.

she, the one I described, was the
only 'Fluffer' I've ever seen; I
see them everywhere. They're
sort of like flies on a dead rodent.
No matter what you do, the flies
are always there. Like files on a
dead rodent, 'Fluffers' flock to
BG. Why? Ill never know.
Aside from hair, there's
makeup, too. I'm not talking
about a dash here and a dash
there — this is facial plastic surfery. When I talk to these women,
can't help but wonder what they
actually look like under the
makeup. Believe me, this is a
scary thought. Some woman
could be seen with me, murder
me, then take off her makeup and
look like a totally different person.
To all you 'Flutters' out there, I
say this: Unleash your hair captivity! Also, show your true selves, take off your makeup for a
day and see if anybody recognizes you.

Since I'm from California, I've
become accustomed to women
with more natural hairstyles and
makeup used sparingly. What
And about hair spray, the stuff
more could a guy ask for? So
what is my point here? (Just keep used to keep these fluff pods stable:
please, don't light that
on reading). Hopefully, you'll
recognize the type of person I'm match! I think you get the point.
about to describe. My aim here is
I don't understand why these
to pinpoint a particular type of
female which is in abundance female hair avengers, aka 'Fluffers,' do what they do. It's not like
hereatBGSU.
I saw a female student today,
like I do each and every day at
BG, with the hair over her eyes
shot up toward the ceiling about 7
"Knowledge is power."
inches. I thought to myself,
Thomas Hobbea (1588-1679)
"Man-o-man, this is groovy.
Check out that hair!"
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Oil, blood and money do mix
No matter what the price, the public always pays
JOHN
BERNARD

One of the administration's
main excuses used to justify its
war in the Middle East was that if
Saddam Hussein controlled Kuwait, he might be able to raise the
price of oil and make the U.S.
economy go into convulsions.
Americans, we were told, must
be prepared to make the ultimate
sacrifice — one's own life — so
that a low, stable oil price, something our very "way of life" depended upon, could continue.
Well, we know Americans can't
live without cheap oil. But what
do you suppose would happen it
the Saudis increased their production of oil while demand remained fairly constant? Unless
the so-called laws of economics
have changed, supply and demand should dictate a new, lower
oil price, right?
wrong. If the price of oil were
to decrease in response to excess
production, White House officials
say "Washington might lean on a
reluctant Saudi Arabia to cut
production and push prices back
up to a range of $18-$22" (New
York Times, June IS).
"Now Just one minute," you
say, working yourself into a
dither, "I can understand why the
Administration would fight to
prevent higher oil prices, but why
would Washington use its influence to fight against a LOWER
price for OUT
Good question. Apparently the
administration is convinced a
price in the $18422 range is "high
enough to encourage conservation...[and yet] allow American [
oil] companies to make
profits...[but] low enough to encourage economic growth" (New
YorkTimes, June 15).
Sounds pretty reasonable, eh? I

Fight the power,
smash authority
The BG News:
America, home of the free? All
men and women created equal? I
don't think so. I am going to
school here so I can hopefully get
a job fighting for the equality of
all people. When I hear people
make racist, sexist and homophobic comments it makes me
wonder if I am wasting my time
and money.
Big business and the government are using the "Divide and
Conquer" method on citizens.
They keep us fighting each otter
and they exploit us all the while.
Enough is enough! Working and
oppressed people of the world

thought so too until a closer look
revealed there is absolutely no
connection between these three
claims and reality.
The first reason offered for sustaining the $18-t22 range is it is
high enough to encourage conservation. The facts of the matter
prove otherwise.
According to a consultant for
the Energy Department, unless
drastic measures are taken, by
the year 2010 "The U.S. will import about 70 percent of its oil..."
Currently, the U.S. imports half
of its oil, the majority of which is
used for transportation (oil and
gasoline).
At the same time, our primary
use of oil (gasoline) is becoming
more INEFFICIENT because the
average fuel economy of new
cars has actually declined (New
York Times. Mar 4). The U.S.
auto fuel efficiency average also
lags behind every other industrialized country in the world.
The U.S. represents 4 percent
of the world's population yet consumes 26 percent of the world's
energy. Rather than conservation, this is consumption gone
berserk...
The second reason offered for
sustaining the $18-$22 price range
is it allows American oil companies to make profits. One quick
glance at the financial pages of
any major newspaper will show
the one thing oil companies have
no shortage of is...you guessed it,
mega-profits. Hundreds of millions every year, adding up to billions in assets.
But do they really need price
supports from the U.S. government to maintain their profitability? That sounds suspiciously
like socialism to me...
The third reason offered for
sustaining the $18-$22 price range
for oil is it is low enough to encourage economic growth.
Now I've beard it all. Here we
are in the midst of what might
very well turn out to be a doubledip recession — the worst in
years*— and the administration
would have us believe that oil in
the $18-822 price range is spurring
economic growth.
To date, nothing the adminis-

tration has done has succeeded in
lifting the pall that has settled
over the American economy. Not
even the venerable practice of
lowering interest rates has
helped.
Besides, if oil in the $18*22
range is good for the economy —
then lower priced oil should be
even better. But we'll never see
that as long as special interests
have anything to say...
So, what to make of all this?
Well, it seems as though the big
oil companies. Saudi Arabia and
the Bush Administration each
have a vested interest in keeping
the price of oil within a very narrow range-especially to prevent
the decline of that price. Here's
why:
At $18-$22 per barrel, American
consumption of imported oil will
continue to rise indefinitely —
Siood news for Saudi Arabia and
ts international bank accounts.
The affordable gas that results
from relatively cheap oil will continue to discourage the production of fuel efficient automobiles.
Which means more gas will be
sold—good news for the makers of
gasoline (Big Oil) and their corporate coffers.
Unlike most other industrialized countries that impose stiff taxes on gasoline to encourage efficiency and conservation, the Bush Administration
knows full well that Americans
are addicted to cheap gas. And so
cheap gasoline becomes a political tool. All the administration
has to do in order to keep the
cheap "fix" flowing freely is to
stay in the good graces of Big Oil
and the world's second largest oil
producer.

as humans that deserve rights,
not as numbers.

attack at American corporate
greed as a convenient scapegoat
for his political ideologies. The
most recent edition of OMNI
magazine (Nov. 1991) points out
General motors has Just announced plans to mass produce a
practical electric car in two
years. This car, priced at around
$20,000, Is not a fantasy prototype; rather it will be marketed
as a "second family car." and
manufacturers state it will perform in acceleration and spaciousness similarly to conventional autos.
John claims Japan is working
on more fuel efficient cars — how
is that the research of the future?
They still use nonreplenisnable
fossil fuels. GM's research into
electric cars seems more longterm viable than Japan's efforts.

White heterosexual males like
myself need to stand up and defend others when ignorant comments about minorities are
heard. Let's stop fighting each
other. Men and women, straight
and gay, white and non-white
need to unite.
Question authority.
Shawn Podgurski,
Sociology

GM, not Japan,
driving to future

The BG News:
I find I must take exception to
John Bernard's recent column
applauding the efforts of
The business program at this Japanese auto manufacturers
school needs to be changed. Stu- ("Detroit tossing in auto towel,"
dents should take classes in cor- Oct. 31, The Newt) at the expense
porate deviance and white-collar of American automotive engicrime so they know the system neering. Perhaps John should exbetter. They also need courses In amine current American auto
the humanities so they sec people research before be launches an

This self-serving coalition of
producers, refiners and protectors can only bode ill tor the
American people. While the Saudis and Big Oil, with the help of
the U.S. Administration, continue
to reap unparaleled profits from
the American dependence on oil
products, our inefficient autos
make our air unbreathable.
Sounds like a real deal to me...
John Bernard is a senior majoring in liberal studies.

GM's efforts to launch an electric car, plus Its current research
into solar-powered vehicles
should be applauded. Next time,
John, present all the facts.
ShellieMcKnight
English/IPCO Instructor

Ink Shows Through
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

7, 1991
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Crude exploration could destroy Alaska's landscape
GUEST COLUMN

Edward R. Wells and Justine Magsig, Center for Environmental
Programs
Now that the Senate rejected Bill 1220, relating to the development
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), it is important to find
alternatives to oil and gas exploration efforts by supporting energy efficiency and alternative energy in the United States. While the history
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is one of triumph in wilderness
preservation, recent attempts have been made to exploit the resources in the area.
Two million acres comprise the plain of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge in the northeast corner of Alaska. In 1960, President Eisenhower established an eight million acre wildlife range — 20 years
later, the area was expanded to 19 million acres. In 1980. the Alaska
National Interest Land Conservation Act set aside 1.5 million acres of
the coastal area to investigate for its resource potential. In addition,
90 percent of the Northern Slope has already been open to development. Although Canada decided to protect its portion of the coast in
1984, resource extraction in the U.S. portion could negate the benefits
of our neighbor's effort.
Based on a report by the Department of the Interior, if any oil is
under the coastal areas (and there is only a one-in-five chance there
is,) it would yield no more than a 200-day supply at present U.S. consumption rates. Even in light of these findings, Senate Bill 1220 would
have allowed opening up the coastal areas to oil and gas leasing. Fortunately, as it now stands, Senate Bill 1220 was rejected by the Senate
on Nov. 1 and development of the refuge is not an immediate threat.
According to the Audobon Activist, the oil industry presents the
image of ANWR as a "lifeless wasteland." In reality, this dismal description could not be further from the truth. Although ANWR is the
only protected arctic ecosystem in North America, it teems with a
diversity of ruggedly adaptive animal and plant species which meet
the seasonal challenges of the elegantly fragile ecosystem. Climate
. extremes exert constant demands on the species from the tundra. Excesses of light and dark, cold and warm, and life and death continually
:
mold the lifestyles of these species.
Although the ecosystem supports a great volume and diversity of
life, it is nonetheless extremely vulnerable to disruption. Due to cold
temperatures, ecological regeneration is very slow. Polar plants are
much more sensitive to pollutants than their temperate counterparts.

In addition, due to the condition of permafrost — which is a characteristic of polar regions — toxics persist for a very long time. In fact, tire
tracks are visible for decades. Finally, due largely to the permafrost,
virtually the entire coastal plain is classified as wetland. If oil development occurs, vast amounts of water will be drained from the wetland in order to facilitate the extractive industries. Clearly, this is an
ecosystem which is highly vulnerable to even the slightest human
interference.
In some areas, wildlife has been brought back to the region after
previous episodes of human exploration. In 1969, musk oxen were remtroduced. They had been expirated by hunters at the end of the 19th
century. Today, due to re-introduction efforts, their population is
expanding. Among the other residents of ANWR is the polar bear who
hunts on the offshore ice and comes ashore to dig winter dens. In addition, millions of waterfowl representing more than 130 species flock to
the refuge to nest. Perhaps the most noticeable species in the refuge is
the porcupine caribou herd, which numbers about 180,000. The caribou
migrate from Northwest Canada's Brooks Range to ANWR north and
west in late May and early June to give birth to their young. When the
herd arrives in the coastal calving grounds, all the young are born
within five to six days of each other. The young caribou remain dependent on their mothers for as long as three to four years.
In their migration, the caribou must cross hundreds of streams,
rivers and mountains to the Brooks Range. Many of the old and weak
never arrive at the calving grounds. They are killed by predators such
as bears and the arctic fox. As the caribou in the herd migrate, they
shed their winter coats and biting insects often torment them. In response, the caribou move to the coast, where it is cooler, breezier and
insect free. The insect pests cannot survive these conditions so the
caribou enjoy comfort on the coast.
There is a great deal at risk if the refuge should be opened for oil and
gas development. Besides the drained wetland and slow regeneration
of the ecosystem, much of the wildlife will be threatened. The construction of oil fields alone will reduce the ability of animals to travel
through the area. After nearby Prudhoe Bay was developed (only 75
miles down the coast from the refuge), virtually all calving ceased
and ecosystem diversity vanished.
Protecting the calving grounds is extremely important to the native
Gwitch-in and Athabaskan Indians. These peoples have subsisted on
the caribou for many years prior to the thought of ever developing
Alaskan oil. The people in Old Crow village on the Porcupine River
and Arctic Village on the south side of the Brooks Range rely on the

caribou. First, it is their main source of food (while moose, sheep and
fish are less important). Second, the caribou is also used for its skin —
which is made into boots and clothing, its bones are used to make tools
and its backbone is often used to make snowshoes.
Although the natives kill the caribou for their own survival, they
treat the animal with a great deal of respect. For instance, the caribou
are never disturbed during the calving season. If oil development
takes place on the arctic coast, the caribou have nowhere else to go —
the rest of the coast has already been developed. This is all but 25
miles of the coast.
Instead of developing ANWR and thereby destroying this arctic
biome, alternatives are available. Conservation of energy in the
United States can greatly exceed the oil available from the refuge.
Nearly one half of all the energy burned in the United States is given
off as waste heat into the atmosphere. This excess also contributes to
global warming. Technologies are available which can decrease the
amount of energy wasted.
Political science professor John Merriam says that development of
ANWR <s simply "a bad energy policy." He points out that while U.S.
proven reserves are down, we still import 50 percent of the oil that is
used here. Even though the U.S. has only 25 billion barrels of oil reserves, Saudi Arabia boasts more than 315 billion barrels reserve. Merriam adds this 'Drain America First' policy is not a good one. Instead,
we must focus efforts on increasing energy efficiency while alternative sources are developed.
Many elected leaders have considered alternatives. Senate Bill 279
would raise automobile fuel efficiency to 40 mpg. House Joint Resolution 446 would demand an efficiency rating of 45 mpg. Senate Bill 780
creates incentives for renewable energy production. Other alternative
measures target different ways to prevent development. House Joint
Resolution 239 and Senate Bill 39 would classify ANWR areas as wilderness.
Thus, alternatives are available if the American people will tell
their elected representatives that preservation of wilderness and conservation of energy are important. All of us should ask our senators to
co-sponsor S.39 and ask representatives to co-sponsor H.J.R. 239. The
question of continuing the preservation of ANWR must be answered
with great foresight. If oil and gas development occurs and this ecosystem is destroyed forever, are you willing to accept the responsibility for the loss? All of us are players whose actions can have everlasting effects - to preserve a priceless ecological jewel or, through inaction, allow its destruction.

Demands
Continued from page 1.

FREE CATALOG

panel, the student leaders worked
with the panel in re-establishing
what the original demands were
and stated that anything less
would be unacceptable.
Muhammed Luster, Board of
Black Cultural Activities president, said the protest leaders
found out about the meeting
through private measures and
were upset they were not in-

formed of it.
"Basically, the four of us shut
down that meeting and we set our
own agenda," he said.
Today at noon, protest leaders
are awaiting a revised letter from
Operations, which should state
the approval of three of the protester's six original demands.
Those expected to be approved
are:

ganizations in searching for potential minority employees.
"We got [demands) three, four
and five conquered. We're going
to keep on going strong until we
have [the other demands] one,
two and six done," Luster said.
Until such time, the leaders of
the rally intend to press ahead
with whatever it takes to ensure
their additional demands are

• the right of black campus or
ganizations to hire outside security for any campus function;
• any police reports concerning
black functions will be sent to the
organizers of the function within
48 hours;
• Public Safety will make
strides toward a culturallydiverse police force and will seek
the involvement of minority or-

met.
"Because half of our demands
have been met, we are taking new
steps toward getting our other
demands met, said Willie Garrett, president of Phi Beta Sigma
and one of the student leaders.
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Local hospital
betters facilities
by Greg Watson
health and environment reporter
The Wood County Hospital will be growing ... and growing ...
and growing.
Wood County Hospital administrator Kip Miller said the facility will be adding .16,000 extra feet and renovating 20,000 more
feet of the building during the next 25 months.
Miller said the project will cost about $6 million.
The hospital will construct new emergency, outpatient preparation, health education, sports medicine, industrial injury and
maintenance areas, said Wood County Hospital administrator
Mike Miesle.
The Hospital Building and Equipment Co. will reconstruct the
radiology, laboratory, admitting, post-anesthesia care and central supply areas, Miesle said. A fifth surgical unit also will be
added, he said.
Miller said the changes arc being made to cope with changing
patient needs. Outpatient care is cheaper and faster than inpatient care, he said.
Because of medical technology advances, treatments which
took a week 10 years ago can now be done in one day, Miller said.
The new Wood County Hospital outpatient clinics will also allow for hospital personnel to take care of people who need immediate care while •funneling" patients who need less care,
Miller said.
Miller said outpatient care is also useful in a college town because students do not want to spend a lot of time or money for
minor hospital care.
About 900 students used the inpatient and emergency facilities
in 1990. Miller said.
Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller said the additions will not
only supply more jobs for the hospital, but more people will be
needed tor general construction and to install electricity and
water.
"The service at the Wood County Hospital was good — now it
will be better," he said.
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Plea bargaining still justified
by Chris Hawley
courts reporter
Assistant County Prosecutor
Scott Coon's subpoena of 32 witnesses last week for the aggravated murder trial of John P. and
John W. Sanford could signal a
strong case for the state.
But it will be a behind-the-scenes plea bargaining deal typical of the legal system that will
secure testimony from the witness most needed by the prosecution.
A disclosure filed Sept. S at the
Wood County Prosecutor's office
revealed that Robert "Boomer"
Baty was told four counts of obstructing justice filed against him
would be reduced to misdemeanor counts in exchange for
his testimony at the Sanford trial.
Baty is charged with allowing
the Sanfords to stay in his home
and wash blood off themselves
after the alleged murder, replacing their blood-splattered clothes,
helpingthem arrange transportation to Detroit and accompanying
them to Toledo in exchange for
crack cocaine.
Plea bargaining has come
under fire since an agreement in
the prosecution of Douglas Rath
for the drunk-driving deaths of
four teen-agers led to the reducing of felony charges against him
to misdemeanors.
Parents of the teen-agers expressed outrage at his sentencing

Don't
Forget

Oct. 5 to 1% years in Wood County
Jail.
"The concept of fairness
doesn't apply when four kids are
dead on the road," said Jaak
Panksepp, the father of one of the
teen-agers.
Still, lawyers say despite its
faults, plea bargaining is a necessary part of the legal system.
"It s a very effective means of
providing justice yet doing it in a
very convenient, timely manner," said Student Legal Services
attorney Greg Bakies, who estimated nearly two-thirds of criminal cases are settled with a reduction of charges.
"If every case went to trial,
there would have to be 10 times as
many courts," Bakies said.
Coon said plea bargaining does
more than speed settlements. He
said a prosecutor usually will
agree to plea bargain if there are
doubts about the state's evidence,
the possibility a witness will not
testify or reason to believe a felony prison term will do no more in
the way of reform than a lighter
sentence.
In most cases, a prosecutor is
looking to secure a guaranteed
conviction instead of having to
fight for one in court, Coon said.
"Any time you take a case to
trial there's a chance you could
lose," Coon said. "A bird in the
hand is worth two in the bush."
In addition, a defendant's confession makes for a very solid
conviction, local attorney Fred
Matthews said.
"If someone enters a guilty
plea, there's very little to appeal," Matthews said.
A prosecutor may doubt the
strength of his or her case if there
is a chance evidence could be
suppressed by the defense because it was secured improperly
or without a warrant.

Sometimes, as in a rape case, a
prosecutor may be trying to
spare the victim the trauma of
having to testify. Coon said those
circumstances may result in a
less-than-satisfying conviction,
but the protection of the witness
must come first.
"That's just a necessity, and
whether it's good or bad, it has to
be done," Coon said.
Often a charge is reduced out oT
concern for the defendant, Matthews said. Someone twice
caught shoplifting something as
small as a pack of cigarettes can
be charged with grand theft, a
conviction that carries a 15-year
maximum sentence.
"But it hardly seems right,"
Matthews said, "to sentence a
man to 15 years in jail for stealing
a pack of cigarettes."
Plea bargaining is also often
used in securing witnesses, as in
the Sanford case. In securing a
witness' cooperation, a prosecutor may decide to dismiss
charges against him or her altogether.
A charge against James Zamudio for tampering with evidence
in the Sanford case was dropped
in exchange for his testimony before the Wood County grand jury
in June.
Coon said a prosecutor may reduce charges or promise to urge a
judge to give a lighter sentence to
win a defendant's cooperation.
Both types of agreements are
made at an informal pretrial conference usually held in the prosecutor's office, he said. During
these meetings, attorneys review
evidence ana point out weaknesses in each side's case.
If both sides agree to a deal involving reduced charges, the
prosecutor announces at a pretrial hearing an agreement has
been made. The prosecutor

FALCON BASKETBALL
IS COMING AT YOU !

brings a motion to amend the original indictment before the
judge and the defendant then
pleads guilty to the new charges.
If the agreement involves a
lighter sentence, the prosecutor
makes his recommendation to the
j udge at the time of sentencing.
Reasons for arranging a guilty
plea are usually kept secret, but
if an agreement is made to secure
a testimony the prosecutor must
file a disclosure of all agreements
made with witnesses.
There are limits to how far plea
bargaining can go, Coon said.
County prosecutors will only very
rarely appear in common pleas
court to plead a felony down to a
misdemeanor, usually preferring
to transfer the case to municipal
court instead. Some prosecutors
make it a rule of not reducing
charges such as aggravated
murder under any circumstances.
The defendant, too, may refuse
to plead guilty to a charge even if
it has been reduced.
"Sometimes it's a matter of
principle," Matthews said. "They
say they simply haven't done it."
Because any defendant is still
entitled to a trial, attorneys say
plea agreements are not a matter
of compromising justice.
"Plea bargaining has a bad
reputation," Coon said. "But
judges and attorneys will tell you
that responsible plea bargaining
is necessary in our justice
system."

^er^>
Long Island
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Your Day Seniors!!
Your pre-appointed senior portrait
day, that is. Carl Wolf Studio Inc. is
on campus again to shoot senior
portraits, for those not
photographed in September.
Please check the preassigned date
you received from the studio for
your photo session. Simply come
that day to The KEY, 28 West Hall
10-12:30 and 2-6 p.m. for your
portrait.

HOME EXHIBITION ACTION TONIGHT I
WOMEN VS. ATHLETES IN ACTION
MEN VS. RAGNONE'S ALL - STARS

5:45
8:00

PRESENT YOUR STUDENT ID FOR ADMISSION

Bowling Green State University
Department of Ethnic Studies
Presents
The Eighth Annual Ethnic Studies Conference
Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the 21st Century

Beyond Political Correctness
November 11
Lenhart Ballroom
8:00 p.m.

The rest is history
and you'll be part of history by being included
in the 1992 KEY senior section, plus have some
great prints to choose from, too.
P.S. If you didn't receive your studio letter, you
can still be photographed by coming to The
KEY during our regular times. We'll fit you in!

1-2:30 p.m.
Strangers From
A Different Shore
Jerome Library
105A Conference
Room

9:30 a.m.
"What Is Meant by
Political Correctness?"

Ronald Takaki
Keynote Speaker
November 12
Sessions
McFall Gallery

Rudy Mattai

Call 372-8086 for more details.

State University of New York
(SUNY) at Buffalo
Denise Sweet
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay

2:304:00p.m.
Booksigning

and
Press Conference

1:30 p.m.
"Cultural Pluralism In the U.S.:
Myths and Realities"

Francis Aparicio
University of Michigan
Hazel Carby
Yale University
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Career day set to Play's author returns to campus
spotlight fashion
job alternatives
by Kimberly Larson

human diversity reporter

by LeeAnn Palmer
contributing reporter
Jobs in the fashion industry entail more than just working in
clothing stores.
To make students aware of the career possibilities outside the
retail sector, the Applied Human Ecology department is sponsoring a career day from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Friday in the
Community Suite of the University Union.
"Faculty members can't tell the students about all the career
opportunities and the speakers are here to do just that," said
Dorothy Behling, associate professor of applied human ecology
and an organizer of career day.
"The speakers are coming a long way to speak here and are
very enthused about speaking to the students, Behling said.
She said most speakers are not being paid to come to the University, but are making an effort to attend the program on their
own.
Speakers — all University alumni — will talk about their own
career paths and what options are available in fashion. Their
main focus, however, will be on non-retailing jobs in the fashion
industry.
A 10:30 a.m. coffee break funded by the Alumni Association
and Placement Services will offer students an opportunity to
talk informally with speakers.
Addressing students during the program will be David Whitacre, Harpers' Bazaar fashion editor; Chris Tymkiw, an employee in the fabric research and development department at
Liz ('laiborne; Brook Michael, an entrepeneur and owner of a
personal shopping business in New York; Lynne Kotlarczyk, designer of apparel and textiles at Kotlarczyk Studio in Bowling
Green; Julie Becker, manager of pattern layout at Lazy Boy;
and Laure McDevitt, human resource manager, Retail Apparel
Group.

Give blood.
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Mary Gallagher, a 1969 graduate of the University, is back on
campus to see the opening night
of her award-winning play "iDe
Donde?."
Gallagher decided to write a
Slay after becoming interested in
le affairs of the United States
within Central America in the
early 1980s.
Gallagher said she could not
understand why the United States
government was sending money
to countries which essentially
would have been better off if left
alone.
"I could not understand why
my country was continuing to
fund anti-democratic governments such as the Contras, when
the Sandinistan government was
succeeding in trying to help their
own people," Gallagher said.
Gallagher said she decided to

research the plight of repressed
people from Central American
countries after she initially became interested with the nuns
who were essentially working to
help these people.
'T grew up a Catholic, and I
could not believe the differences
among the nuns I grew up with in
school and the nuns which were
working with the illegal aliens,"
Gallagher said. "I could not believe these nuns were actually
standing up to the government to
fight for these people."
Gallagher researched the history of the political and social
movements the United States
were involved with inside the
Central American government.
In 1983, Gallagher went to Nicaragua to experience first-hand the
socially and politically repressed
citizens there.
After Nicaragua, Gallagher
went to the Rio Grande Valley in
Texas, which Gallagher said was
"a holding pen for illegal refu-

gees."
"Mexicans which cross the
border and are caught are sent
back to Mexico," she said. "The
Central American people which
are apprehended are either
thrown indefinitely into a detention center, deported, or forced to
stay in the Valley and work in a
place which has a thirty percent
unemployment level."
Gallagher said 99 percent of the
people within the United States do
not even realize what is occuring
within their own country as well
as the happenings involving our
country in Central America. She,
therefore chose to deal with this
issue through her art.
"iDe Donde?", which means
"Where are you from?" is the
first question illegal aliens are
faced with when they come to the
United States. Victims from Central America who are escaping
from the repression experienced
within their own country, usually
realize it is not over once they

reach the United States.
"I hope most people, after seeing the play, will have more
opened minds and more opened
hearts toward Central Americans," Gallagher said. "I hope
they question what the United
States is actually doing, and what
they are telling us they're doing."
Gallagher said she thinks the
only possible solution to this ongoing problem is to stop repressing non-violent governments.
"Anyone who sees this play will
know I think the government
should not deport people to Central America," she said. "The
play doesn't offer a solution, it
just shows the problem."
"Artists have a heart like a
diamond," Gallagher said.

"De Donde" will be staged at 8
p.m. November 7, 9,14, IS and 16,
and 2 p.m. on November 10 in the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Admission is $6 for adults and $4 for students.
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Makay soon to release a
new public speaking text
by Julie Tagliaf erro
contributing reporter

The BG News/Rob WeBler

Interpersonal communications professor John Makay displays his new book on public speaking.

John Makay began teaching at
the University in 1968.
Three schools, six textbooks
and 23 years later, Makay is back
at the University as chairperson
of the department of interpersonal and public communication. He
is also back in the writing business, and has just completed his
seventh book. Public Speaking:
Theory into Practice.
Makay began writing the book
in the fall of 1988 while serving as
chairperson of the speech communication department at the
State University of New York at
Geneso.
The book, his second solo
project, is being revised and is
soon to be released by Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich College Publishers.
Makay said he wrote the book
because he wanted students to
read something that would interest them, claiming many texts
fail to do that.

"I try to write in a language
that would be engaging to the college student," he said.
Makay's approach includes
special features he said he believes will interest and help students.
One of these segments present
throughout the book is a Focus
on Research" series including essays and articles that support
public speaking and show what
can be done to improve it.
Another feature is "Speak Easy
Boxes," which coincide with the
chapters. These give students
tips on how to write and deliver a
speech.
A third feature are interviews
which Makay did with various
people. Many of these are with
politicians, including George
McGovern.
Despite the special segments,
Makay said, the key point of the
book is in the chapters themselves. The chapters are divided
into three sections — public
speaking and the challenge of
communication, preparing and
presenting your speech and

speaking for a variety of purposes.
Included are chapters on ethics, persuasiveness, listening and
speech criticism and how to apply
language, style and humor to a
speech.
One chapter, on speeches for
special occasions, even includes
tips on how to deliver a eulogy.
"It's a comprehensive book for
an introduction to public speaking course that deals with common topics in a unique way," he
said.
Accompanying the chapters
are photos everyone can identify
with, Makay said. The subjects
range from students to professionals to personalities to religious and political leaders.
"I tried to put photos in that
will help to communicate the
message of the book," Makay
said.
Although Makay did not take
the the photos himself, he had a
fihoto researcher send him some
rom which he selected those that
best depicted what the book was
saying.
The textbook is supplemented
with an instructor's manual, a
video and transparencies.
In addition, users can purchase
software written by Makay's
spouse, Lee, for IBM computers
to prepare speeches. To get the
instructional package, the school
must adopt the book.
The book will be published both
nationally and abroad. Estimated
cost is $20.
D Continued from page 1.
The legislation on the state
level is being sponsored by State
Rep. Mike Stinziano. Stinziano
also sponsored the original bill
which initially got students the
right to serve on various university boards of trustees.
According to Sears, Stinziano
said he believes now is as good a
time as any to finally get the legislation passed, based on the current mood of the various state
representatives.
''[Stinziano] thinks that now is
a good time [to pass the legislation [because state legislators
want to do something positive for
education," Sears saia.

The
Endangered
Environment
In
MISCELLANY
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City's petition to annex
Carter Park land stalled
by Chris Hawley
courts reporter

A petition by the city to annex Carter Park stalled in a County Commissioners hearing Wednesday over control of a 30-foot wide strip of Campbell
Hill Road.
The 60-acre Carter Park property is owned by
the city but is located just outside of Bowling
Green, in Center Township. City officials have petitioned the county to allow city annexation of the
park property, saying they worry the park is not
protected by city fire and police services..
"When there s an emergency, we need to respond," Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith
said.
The city has asked property owners in the area if
they want to join the park in the annexation in order to guarantee city control of a section of Campbell Hill Road between the park and the city. To
property owners, that means a chance to get city
services without the legal cost of applying for annexation — but annexation will also make them
subject to the city income tax.
Most owners of property along the road, including the Bowling Green Elks club, agreed to the
proposal.
"We were contacted and had no objection to [the
annexation]," Elks Club Secretary Lynn Barnes
said. "It does provide us with some valuable services."

Much of the property along the road is already
part of the city, but Assistant County Prosecutor
Norm Heineman, who is advising the County
Commission, said the project has run into a roadblock. Campbell Hill Road itself is still under
county control, but property owners own the land
the road is built on, meaning the county cannot
hand the road over for annexation without owners'
consent.
Heineman said such problems are not out of the
ordinary.
"Annexations are very hard to draft so everyone's happy," he said.
The owners of three properties will have to agree
to allow their halves of the road to be annexed,
Heineman said. If the annexation proposal then
passes, another three sections of the area will become county "islands" surrounded by city properties.
These properties will be within the city borders
but will not receive city services, including fire
protection. Serving these islands as county land
may present some difficulties, but bringing city
services to the park will be worth the inconvenience, County Commissioner Bob Latta said.
"We don't see it as a detriment," Latta said.
"All we want to do is get Carter Park in."
The city already has spent about $190,000 in state
grants to install a new storm-drainage system and
eliminate a 90-degree jog in the section of road
bordering the park.

Group talks of Middle East
by Eileen McNamara
general assignment reporter

The possibility of peace in the
Middle East and the expected
outcome of the Madrid peace
talks were the focus of a forum
sponsored by the International
Relations Organization Wednesday.
The panel of University experts
consisted of history professor
David Weinburg, political science
professor Mark Simon, and John
Merriam, also a professor of political science.

On the subject of the proposed
housing loan guarantees from the
United States to Israel, Weinburg
said he thinks American taxpayers would not be affected.
"Israel has always paid its
loans ... it is not an issue," he
said.

Palestinian state is not being discussed.
Simon, who represented the
U.S. foreign policy perspective,
said Secretary of State James
Baker and President Bush are
purposely keeping a low profile
because presidential elections
are nearing.

Merriam, who was intended to
Thr BG NtwB/Rob WHXICT
"They want to keep expectarepresent the Arab perspective
What Season Is It??
yet attempted to take the Israeli tions low in the U.S.," Simon said.
Walking back from class Tuesday afternoon, freshmen Kevin Staas and Melanie Buerk show diverse
position through most of the evenpatterns of dress, considering temperatures In the 30s. Melanie said "I go in style," while Kevin said,
ing, clashed with Weinburg's perAll the panelists seemed to
''I'm glad I've got my long underwear here at school."
spectives in most areas.
agree actual peace in the Middle
East would only develop over a
"[The combination of] the ad- long period of time and only if
vance costs, interest and pay- major territorial issues are setThe forum was moderated by ment of principle even if Israel tled.
political science professor Roger does pay back the loans would
Anderson.
cost U.S. taxpayers from $3.1 to
Weinburg, who represented the $7.1 billion," he said.
Israeli perspective, said he beThursday's
*. l>/\^
lieves Israel wants peace foreRegarding the Arab perspecSpecial
^<VV KOO/j,
most as opposed to the Arabs, tive, Weinburg said the Palestinwho he said have territorial gain ians' search for a homeland is the
key issue.
as their first priority.
"Israel wants peace treaties,"
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
"The Palestinian issue must be
he said.
SPRING SEMESTER
dealt with. It is absolutely essen</>
Weinburg also mentioned dip- tial," he said.
Good Locations
lomatic relations, open boarders
Weinburg said at this point in
and commercial ties as other IsClose
To Campus:
fill Vou Con €ot
the talks, the possibility of a
raeli concerns.
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EEQ CHICKEN and RIBS 5175
Jhe S>iiteri of

Hours:
Sunday
Mon-Thurs

J\.A

exl
xtend manu thanni

Friday

the excellent

12:00-2:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders

faculty ofBQSIt

E. Merry Avenue Apts
Field Manor Apts
Miscellaneous too!

Call ior more info
352-0717
or stop in at
224 E Wooster

Greenbriar Inc.
JUUUUUIXIUUUL

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL TONIGHT... WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8:00
Just present your Student I.D. for admission.
B**(i*f <ff**4 fy»r* Timt*e Prfwt*

STUDENT
PRINCE

November 7, 8,9
at 8 p.m.
November 10
at 3 p.m.
Kobacker 11 all
Moore Center BCSU
Tkk.t.:S6,M,112
(12 Sr. Citizen/ Student Discount)
Children under 12: 14
Box office open weekday! noon-6
p.m. For ticket information, call
(419) 3724171. Sponaorod by the
College of Muaical Aria.

81*0
M'• t 't Ci ' r « /

travel
design
Student Discount

102 N. Main 354-2991

AH U.S. Air Fliqhts 10% OFF

CALL TODAY 354-2991

JAZZ AT
BOWLING GREEN

Jim Riggs, Saxophone
with the Jazz Lab Band I
Thursday, Nov. 14 at 8 PM
Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Center
Tickets: $7 adults & $5 students
FOR TICKETS CALL 372-8171
Box Office open weekdays noon - 6 PM
Sponsored* by Bowling Green Suue Univaraily a Collage of Muaical
Arta. and - ilh a grant from the Ohio Ana Council.

Cover

JEUfl-I-TBUBS^

S1 - 21 and older
$3 -19 and 20

BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts and T-Shirts
also Brother-Grandpa-Grandma-Alumni
(press on, sew on, and screen prints)

531 Ridge (across form Mac West)

a

M-F 10-8

Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-5

BAND
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
iiiimm
mm

Ink Shows Through J

Sports
PACE EIGHT
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Falcons
down
Rockets
Volleyball chalks up 20th win with Toledo victory
by Steve Seasly
sports wrilcr

The volleyball team reached
the 20-win plateau at the expense
of Toledo's inability to control
BG's potent frontline attack. The
Rockets were never in the hunt as
the Falcons cruised to a 15-10,
15-10,15-9 victory.
BG currently stands atop the
Mid-American Conference with
an 11-1 record (20-4 overall).
Toledo falls to 4-8 in league play
and 8-15 overall.
"Toledo improved a lot since
the first time we played them,"
said junior Angellette Love.
"They were much more prepared
tonight."
The Falcons fell behind in the
first game as the Rockets blasted
out to a 7-4 lead by capitalizingon
numerous Falcon miscues. The
Brown and Orange committed 11
service errors on the evening, allowing Toledo to remain close.
Midway through the first game,
BG began to pull away from an
aggressive, but inexperienced
Rocket club. Senior co-captain
Tammy Schiller and junior setter
Carey Amos teamed up on two
consecutive blocks to dismiss any
thoughts of a Rocket win in game
one.
With the score tied at 4-4 in
game two, Love responded with a
kill and a service ace to propel
the Falcon attack. Superior net
play down the middle coupled
with an improved service game

"Toledo played more aggressive than they
did the first time we played them. Our
offense was strong tonight and our passing
was also very good."

"We need to play more on top of
our game," said Love. "We are
peaking right now, but our defense needs improving. I thought
we play ed smart tonight.''
Errant passing lea to the demise of the Rockets in game
three. Carey Amos broke up an
8-8 deadlock with her lone service
ace of the match. The Rockets
would only capture one more
point in the match as Schiller,
Amos and co-captain Lisa Mika
each added a kill down the stretch
to secure the victory.
"Toledo played more aggressive than they did the first time
we played them," said Mika.
"Our offense was strong tonight
and our passing was also very
good. Individually, I could have
worked harder on getting the
team picked up. I should have
been more of a leader."
Schiller led BG with 21 kills and
a .563 attacking percentage. She

also notched two service aces,
four digs and three blocks.
Mika and junior llolli Costein
each contributed 12 kills to the
winning cause. Mika ended the
match with a .333 hitting percentage, seven digs and six blocks.
Amos had a game-high 54 assists to go along with her 5 kills,
.400 attack mark, two digs and
two blocks. Love concluded the
night with eight kills, four digs
and four blocks. Junior Buffy Williams added ample support in
limited action as she put away
three kills and was the owner of
.400 hitting mark.
The Falcons play at the Rhode
Island Tournament in Kingston,
Rhode Island this Friday and
Saturday. Teams participating in
the event include Rhode Island,
Syracuse and Texas A&M.
"If we play our game, we can
beat anybody," said Love. "We
are going into the tournament
aiming high. We want to win it."
Mika added, "We will be playing three strong teams this weekend. Our goal is to win all three
matches and play good volleyball."

Junior Angellette Love slams down one of her 11 kills she had this past
weekend in BG's win over Western Michigan. Love and the Falcons
are in first place in the MAC conference with an 11-1 league record.
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Student Appreciation Day

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

"I feel really good about
the seeding," Koehler said.
"It's exciting, but also kind
of weird because I lost in the
first round last year, and
then to come back this year
and be seeded is incredible."
"It's a huge opportunity
for Todd, but being seeded
is only half of it, coach
Gene Orlando said. "Now he
has to go out there and perform."
The sophomore will play
Jim Gleason of Western
Michigan in the first round
of the single-elimination
tournament.

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

Saturday & Sunday
November 16& 17

OLLEG

Con you
meet the

Be There!

The Varsity Sport of the Mind CnOIICnQC f
Sign Up Now! in the (yg<

Join the Athletic Department and The BG News, for
Saturday's game with Kent, in recognizing the many
student organizations that make BGSU special.

Teams of 4 (and 1 alternate)
or individuals may sign up.

And to all students ...

Teams
Individuals

Let's fill the stands to show the football team our
appreciation for their great season!

office, 3rd floor Union.

$10.00
$2.50

Let College Bowl Pick Vour Brain!

!9

Call 372-2343 for more info
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO UAO

UAO

UAO

Let's go BG students — Be there!!
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Todd Koehler of the men's
tennis team is the 12th seed
in the Intercollegiate Tennis
Coaches Association tournament this weekend. A
total of five Falcons left
Wednesday to compete in
the invitation-only tournament in Madison, Wis.
BG's top singles player
(Koehler) and number one
doubles team (Jason Westmeyer and Bob Zumph)
received automatic berths,
while the others received
wild-cards. The rest of the
members attending the
four-day event are freshmen Karl Crnkovich and
Jason Homorody. These two
were invited as a result of
their individual play and the
overall strength of the
team.

In doubles play, the duo of
Westmeyer and Zumph will
play Joey Deere and Bryan
Nelson, a top seed from
Wisconsin. The BG pair are
2-3 on the year and still trying to prove themselves, Orlando said.

%
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Koehler
selected
for match
by Mimi Ordonio
sports writer

—Lisa Mika, senior volleyball captain
permitted the Falcons to adopt an
offensive attitude and overpower
Toledo in the later stages of the
match.

7, 1991
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The 1991
KEY yearbook
is in!
Please bring a valid I.D. to 28 West Hall to pick
up yours.
Limited number are also still available for sale.
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Bengals
finally on
right track
ERIKPUPILLO
Pulling
no punches

Gulp! Yuk! Ow! Kapoohey!
This past Sunday's BrownsBengals game was one tough pill
to swallow.
Just think about it. The winless
Bengals, who have found a way to
blow every game this season,
outplayedand outgutted the
Browns Sunday. It's plain and
simple, the Bengals fust wanted it
more.
The Bengals, with only one win
in nine games, have been a hard
team to figure out this season.
This squad is loaded with talent,
especially on the offensive side of
the ball. They have marquis
Slayers in Boomer Esiason,
ames Brooks, Eddie Brown,
Rodney Holman and an emerging
Harold Green, not to mention an
awsome offensive line.
Why then have they struggled
to a 1-6 record? I pondered this
question and have come up with
the Top Ten Reasons why the
Bengals have had such a terrible
year so far.
10. The Bengals are actually
suffering diabetics due to an
overexposure of head coach Sam
Wyche's "sugar huddle".
9. Ickey Woods, once a promising NFL running back, "shuffled" his fat ass out of starting
contention when he preoccupied
himself with his sideline shenanigans.
8. Boomer really hurt his left
shoulder in the Domino's pizza
commercial when he had to throw
a football at that damn telephone.
7. Lawrence Taylor literally
beat the snot out of Sam Wyche
for his 'realativity-reality' comments after the shooting of the
Pro Line Athletic Wear commercial and since then he hasn't been
able to think straight. (Did he
ever in the first place?)
6. Marge Schott keeps letting
her dog urinate on the turf in
Riverfront Stadium causing unsure footing for Bengal players.
5. Defenses line up opposite of
Boomer and are 'daring' to call
him 'Norman' and it's really
throwing his game off.
4. Eric Davis is too hurt to suit
up. Oops! Wrong sport.
3. Cincinnati Princeton's high
school team beat the Bengals in a
summer scrimmage and they haven't recovered psychologically
since then.
2. Tim Krumrie, three years
Cist his prime and on one gimp
g, is still the Bengals best defensive lineman.
1. The Bengals have an eccentric weirdo for a coach who personally keeps the Bengal's opposition in the game.
A classic example of Wyche's
"offensive ingenuity" happened
this past weekend when the Bengals had the ball with 1:40 left in
the game, and "his wacko" decides to throw on first down
rather than run out the clock. The
pass ended up incomplete and the
Browns eventually took over with
only about ten seconds running
off the clock as Wyche jumpedon
the Brown's coffin and personally
pried out a couple of nails.
Obviously the Bengals ended up
winning the game, which I applaud them for. But, against good
teams, the Bengals won't be so
lucky. I would hate to see Wyche
get fired. The Bengals may actually become a consistently good
team if he does.
Erik Pupillo is a junior Journal- j
ism major who is just having a
,
little fun at the Bengals expense.
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Rugby finishes Two Browns denying
third in nation sexual assault charges

by Jim Fogarry
Special to the BG News

The club rugby team won
all three matches of a triple
header with Kent State last
weekend to finish the season
28-2-1 and a 5-0 record in the
conference. The Falcons finished first in the Midwest and
third in the nation, according
to Rugby Magazine.
In the process, the Falcons
also won a host of honors and
kept alive a 17-year long
streak over the Golden Flashes.
The Falcons' 284, 25-0, and
6-4 victories ran their record
against KSU to 73-5-1 with the
last loss way back in 1975.
Kent came into the matches
tied with BG atop the Ohio
Collegiate Rugby Conference.
With a 54 record, BG has
won the conference outright
while the best Kent can hope
for is runner-up if they beat
Ohio State this weekend.
"I have to hand it to the
guys for the way they handled
not only a difficult opponent
but also some horrendous
weather conditions," coach
Roger Mazzarella said.
Kent captain Correy Skarren gave BG credit as well.
"You give Bowling Green
the wind around here and you
are facing an unbeatable
condition.'
It didn't take long for the
Falcons to prove the Flashes'
skipper correct as wing Brett
Buna turned the corner to

score a try, just 30 seconds
into the start of the match.
Center Brian Zele's conversion gave BG a quick 6-0 lead.
Wing Dave Doren continued his national scoring leading pace with two tries to give
him a total of 17 for the
season. A try by center Craig
Shanip, a second by Buffa
and three more conversions
by Zele put BG on top, 28-0 at
the half.
"We spent so much time
with our backs to the wall that
no one had any drive left once
we got the wind," said Skarren. The Flashes did manage
one try but their hopes of an
Ohio Championship were
gone with the wind.
In the second match,
hooker Bryan Lee, playing in
his final game as a Falcon,
led the scoring with two tries
as BG shut out Kent, 254.
Backs Jim Oster, Scott Woodruff, and Grady Slack
chipped in solo tries. Slack
added a conversion and a
field goal.
In the third match, rookie
wing Heath Spence scored a
try and fullback Dave Hayward's conversion proved to
be the game winner, as BG
edged Kent, 64.
The win also assured BG of
being the top seed in next
spring's Midwest Universig's Cup with a home field in
e first two rounds. The
team finishes the season with
its fifth conference title in six
years.

BEREA, Ohio (AP) — Two
Cleveland Browns players identified in a published report
Wednesday as the subjects of a
sexual assault investigation denied any involvement in the alleged attack.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer,
citing sources it did not identify,
reported that a woman who
claims she was assaulted by a
Browns player Thursday night
identified her alleged attacker as
receiver Reggie Langhorne.
The woman has also said that a
second player watched the alleged assault but did not interfere. The Plain Dealer said its
source identified the second
player as another receiver, Webster Slaughter.
"I have no information about
any charges that may have been
made against me except what I
have read in the newspaper or
heard on radio or TV, Langhorne said in a statement issued
through the Browns.
"I absolutely deny that I sexually assaulted anyone," Langhorne said. "I can't say anything
more at this time."
Slaughter said, "I know nothing
about these charges other than
what's been reported by the
media.
"The reports seem to suggest
that I witnessed a sexual assault
and did nothing about it," he said.
"I did not witness a sexual assault. If I had, I certainly would
have done something about it.
That's all I can say at this time."
Langhorne, 28, is a seven-year
veteran, and Slaughter, 27, a sixyear veteran.

Neither Langhorne nor Slaughter was in the locker room during
the team's 30-minute interview
period Wednesday. Langhorne
angrily pushed away a television
camera pointed at him as he
walked onto the practice field
later.
The woman said she was attacked in a limousine after a Halloween party at a downtown bar.
The party was sponsored by
Langhorne, Webster and teammates Eric Metcalf and Stephen
Braggs to benefit the United
Negro College Fund.
Braggs said he didn't know if
the allegations were true.
"You try to do something good
and something bad stems out of
it," he said. "Actually, it's unfortunate it had to be blown out of
proportion, whatever it was,
which I don't know. I don't know
all the details."
The manager of the bar where
the party was held, Mike
Frangos, said about a dozen
Browns players arrived at the
bar about 9:30 p.m. Thursday in
two limousines.
"It's important for me to note
that I did not see any of the Cleve-

land Browns drinking any alcoholic beverages," Frangos said.
"Every one was an absolute
gentleman. They were all very,
very reserved, very, very behaved."
City police have declined to identify anyone named in the
complaint filed by the woman
pending charges.
The 26-year-old woman, who
lives in suburban Mentor, went
early Sunday to seek treatment at
LakeWest Hospital in Willoughbv, The Plain Dealer reported. Hospital employees
called police.
The woman said she was assaulted about midnight Thursday
or early Friday, police Lt. Martin
Flask said.
Browns coach Bill Belichick
declined to comment.
Browns owner Art Modell has
promised the team's cooperation
in the investigation.
Team spokesman Kevin Byrne
told the newspaper that the allegations will not affect Sunday's
game against the Philadelphia
Eagles because "no one has been
charged, so all 55 of our players
are innocent."

Basketball opens season
The men's and women's basketball teams open their 1991-92
season tonight in Anderson Arena.
The women take on Athletes in Action at 5:45 p.m. Last year,
the Falcons lost to AIA, 7045.
The men will take on Sam Ragnone Basketball Club at 8 p.m.
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Macintosh
This offer is available only for a limited time.
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
And discover the power of Macin- fWOf
ti tsh. The power to be your best*
^W

Here's the deal: we've paired some of the
most popular Apple* Macintosh* computers
with some of the most popular Apple printers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
Macintosh LC

Macintosh Classic
^^_

Save even more when
you buy a Macintosh
LC computer—our
most affordable color
system—uith either an
Apple StyleWnter or an
Apple Personal laserWriter IS printer "

Save
MM when you buy
amaffordable
an
Macintosh Classic*
computer
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com
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an,
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BROKEN NECKCHAIN

or
CHAIN BRACELET!

SPECIAL
I INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
Repair one break in any
neckchain or
chain bracelet
JUSt S7.00

(you must bring this ad)
RAINBOW JEWELRY
SERVICE
118 W. Wooster 354-GOLD
hours 12 noon to 6:00 pm
offer expires n-15-91

Apple StyieWntn

Apple SMetmet

A/fie Penonal UurrWwer is

Apple Penonal User* met IS

Apple Pmonallaieti metis

Apple Penonai lam* nte' \T ■

•Offer ipplm only IO i Macmuh CUMIC w*h * bu*-in hard disk
separaldy

"MOWRX IOU

Stop by the Apple Show Today!
Lobby, Math/Science Building
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
or stop by
142 Shatzel for Information
C1991 Apple Compmet. Ire AH*, rhe Apple two. UKTVIWT. Mjonioih, SnkVmcr. ire) The powr to be «url»-ire revered tndemjrbdAppkCoiTqMeT.inc
Cbux s i rqpuered tndemjrt kerned 10 .Apple Computer. Itv
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Did you know? Planned Parenthood operates
the notion s largeat chaxi ot abortion lacunae hi
1985 Ihey performed 91.065 abortlona and referrea94 404 womevi to aocrtlone de-Sea

PERSONALS

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
HaWa - Escucha - Fieste • Espanol
We're going to Oe Oonoe Sunday at 2:00
p.m. Members meet and participate in from ot
Manna at 1 40 p m Tickets $4 00 with atudant
ID.
OSEA general moating
Monday. Nov It; a 00pm
300 Mo..I., Hill
Topic Mawairaaming
OSEAgonaral mealing

• * BEWAHEn • •
MINOV. DEMISE. ANQIE
I WILL GET YOU BACK. SOON1"

Pi Sigma Alpha
Info Night with Guest Speaker
7.30pm Rooml15B A

• • • LIVE TONIGHT UVE TONIGHT • • •
CRUNCH
At
Photographs

LOST & FOUND
Found I pair women's glasses Left In the
Help A Child office CM 372-7282

Are you Interested In adventuring to another
school tor e semester or entire year? Perhaps SSMiesmsre warm A sunny? Perhaps
where mere's tola ot mountains tor skiing?
Perhaps to s place totally dHfaront tram
Ohio? Than Ins National Student Exchange
la tor voui For more details on this sxtrsordenary program, attend our next info session
Friday. No». • at 1:10 p.m. In the Faculty
Lounge. 2nd floor Union.

SERVICES OFFERED
AVEBURY BOOKS
Old. used, rare out-of-print
10 6 Monday - Saturday
143CE WooeterSt

Are you Interested in
Investigating Career Options?
Cultivating Network Contacts?
Develops Professional Skies?
And/or gaining valuable work experience?
It you are and would Ike to earn credit at the
same time, the attend the next Into session for:
The Washington Center mtemship
When: Tuss . Nov. 12 at 9:30am
Union Faculty Lounge 12nd Floor)

Qettlng Married?
Have your wedding flowers done beautltuty for
lees Call Something Old Something New custom norsl creations 354-4795
House cleaning available Experienced and reSable Cal Debbie - 353-6302
LSAT • GRE • GMAT
Before you take the test, cal the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center Calfor delays 536 3701

90JJU SAILING CLUI
Meats tonight at 9.00
Faculty Lounge. 2nd Floor Union
For information cal 372-1446 or 372-3749

Need a nigh quality resume? Deathly afraid of
computers? Call Tammy at 354-3474 Macmtosh Resumes created to your specifications
tor a reasonable lee
PREONANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HOPE

DELTA 7JFTA - THETA CHI
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
ISCOastNOtll
NOV. 19, 10-2

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 Irom 8 a m to 9 p m

Did you know? According to the Center tor
Disease Control there were 352 legally Induced
abortions compared to every 1.000 Hve bathe
mtheUS m 1988
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2 non-smoking femelea to auWeese lor spring
Large house with plenty of apace. Cal
362-8663 lor more Info

FOR SALE

2 rxxiemoklng suclssasrs lor Spnng Semester
at Vslege Green Has pool, cable. AC, dtehwa
aher. Near campus, price negotiable
353-5104-Troy.

1986 Muetang LX 4 spd . 4 cyl. p.a., p b .
power door locks, rear oefog
aunrool.
cnasa Asking $1600 00 O BO Must sea
soon 372-6432

FMA FALL FASHION SHOW
"FMA WORD TOUR
A P A SSPORT TO BTYLE''
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 19
2:09 P.M.
121 WEST HAll
FREE ADMISSION

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES?
Apply today to be a member
of one ot the most distinguished
honor societies!
Application, available In the UAO office
and 406 Student Services Due Nee. 11

2 rcommalee needed for SPRING semester
Close to carnpua. Cal 353-6265 for more info

1985 Volkswagen GTI. sunroof. AM.FM cass
5 speed $1800 negotiable Cal 353-7493.
leave meaaage

Hey PI Phial
MONMOUTH DUO la only a month away! Get
oxcttsdl
Love the Kappas

SIGMA CHI • KKG • SIGMA CHI • KKQ
S«jma Chi Pledgee
Thank you for your surprise aerenaoel You
guys are the best' Love. Laura and the Setters
of Kappa Kappa Gamma

HURRY. BEFORE IT'S TOO LATEI
Come with UAO Sunday Nov I 0 at 4 30pm
WASHINGTON BULLETS
VS.
DETROIT PISTONS
Only $20 for tickets A transportation!'
Sign-up now in theUAO otttce
3rd Floor Union, more Into 372-2343
JANE FINDOY AND ROB WISE
We would an like to cioiiuniutola you bom on
your recent engagement! We love you!
The CC Crew
KD'KD" KO" KD
CongrstuiatKjns to Sister Georgia Morgan.
Kappa Delta Athlete ot the Week!
•Your Slaters
KD • KD • KD • KO
KD • KD'KD'KD
ALPHA PHI SHOOT OUT.
•" 2nd Place, overall""
* ' Spklt Award * '
We got spirit yes we do'"
KD ' KD - KD * KD
KKG • BETA • KKG • BETA ■ KKG
Congratulations to Kafln Bail of Kappa Kappa
Gamma on her lavekerxvj to Todd Eppert of
Beta Theta PI al Ohio Stale
LA.Q.A.
There w* be a Lesbian And Gay Alienee meeting tonight at 8:30pm at the U.C.F. Center,
corner ot Ridge and Thurstln The meeting le
discrete end open to al gay. lesbian, Meeirual
and gay supportive members of the community

ClataHlstd Information

MalHn Form

DEADLINE:

Monday prior to publication, noon
(Th0 BG N*ws it not ra4pomt)la fof poalal Mrvic* 0*lmy)

RATES:

par ad arc 75' p©r Una $2 25 mWimum
60* extra pv ad tor boM faca
Appfoximata'y 35-45 spacM par ana.

D

,s

NOTICE:

The BG N»ws w* not 0e reaponatbte for error due to etoglbrlfy or Incomplete ^tormatkon Pieaae come to 214
West Hal mrnedietery if there la en error in your ad roe BG Nawa wU not be reaponaJble for typoa/aphicaJ
errors In cawarfled ada for more tnan two cona->cutrve httwltore.

REPA YMENT:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1* or 2'ads
1 ' (6 ane maximum)
2- (16 ane mexlmum)

96 60 per insertion
S12 96 per Insertion

on

Tn* BG News rewrvea the right to rehaaae the names of indMdu*Ja who piece tfvartttng in The SO News
The decielon on whether to reteeee HfJ Information ahaN be made by me meneoement ot The BG News The
purpoee of thta policy le to dtecoorage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecosaenry
embsvraetwng to ind-viduets or orgertMBona Ceaee ot fraud can be proeecuted

A9AP
Need one male to sublease apt on N Enterprise for Spring '92. Only S126 s month A utilities Please ess 352 0946

SPEND the WINTER on
HILTON HEAD ISLAND. 9.C.
Soph. Jr. Sr mtereatedine
career m Hotel Managemenl
Internersp rune Fab thru mid- Aug
$5 50/hr lul time Bring resume
to Co-op onto* to c?# I taf inttrvww
on Nov 1301.(327-2461)
The Sisters of C in Omega would eke to thank al
faculty rnernbora tor their hard work and dedicatlon to BOSU and Its students'
The Slstsrs ot Kappa Kappa Gamma thank an ol
the faculty that are making their education at
B O the BESTi
Theta CN • Theta Ctn • Theta Chi
The Brothers of Theta CN congratulate Abby
Gray on being our new (acuity advlaor
Theta cm ' Theta CM' Theta Cm
Theta Chi-Theta CN-Theta CN
Brother ot the Week
Jaaon Storandt
Ceb.net Members ol the Weak
Marc Watcka
Bryan Schlra
Athlete ol the Week:
TomQuysr
Theta Chi • Theta Chi • Theta Chi
WFAL-172-2411-WFAL
Low on cash but at* want to treat your perenta
to the lootbal game on Saturday? Then Helen lo
WFAL to win tree tickets to the Parents Day
game. Wei give you the chance to treat your
perenta rlghtl SOLID ROCK WFAL, The Place
lor Greet Giveaways
PARENTS WEEKEND - FOOTBALL
WFAL-BIRDCAOE-WFAL
Come Kwi WFAL In the Birdcage at true Saturdays game The south end zone wB never be
the same after we get to It Bring the parents
along and throw bird aeed with WFAL personnel. You may even win a CDt
PARENTS WEEKEND - BIRDCAGE

WANTED
-HELP1 nonsmoking female needed to asBsBBBs a
vary large one bedroom apt. tor Spring '92. As
dose to carnpua aa you can get w/o Irving on
campus CaeVLort 362-4609.

Available Now AndlOr Spring Sem.
Non smoking female to aubloBia race apt
Close to campus 2 bedrooms 2 baths
$160/mo - but will nogotlatsl Phone
1 -692-2274 leal cossctl or leave maaaags
Desperately need lemele subleeaar for Spring
'921 Fox Run Apt $150/mo plus utsWea Cal
Melody at 352-2659
r needed for house In Spring
'92 WR have own room and only one roommate. S160/niorrth Cal Kim at 353-9399 m Please leave meaaaga If no anewar
Graduating senior needs female subteesor lor
Spring ssmeeter Plasis cal 354 409B
Male Lead Singer Wenled
Serious, reliable and ready to work Must be
able to sing cunent herd rock cover6 Auditions
Nov 10 Can 372 7132 leave message
Need e male subleeaa for Spring 92 aemeeter
Fox Run Apartments, washer A dryer in unit
3724791
Need one norvamoklng female roomrnete to
subleesa for Spring Semester Apartment dose
to carnpua 6166/morrth Cal Mchele at
353-1018
One rnale subleaaer tor Spring seimeHf Excellent apartment Al the comforts ol home. Cal
Joe at 362-4916.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE #

1 temale subleeaar needed for Spnng. 1 mo
tree rent than S200.mo plus utJaass. House
dose to campus - own room Nonsmokers Cal
362-2312.

1987 Harley Sportster 883 6000 mesa Like
new. Only ridden by grandmother to church on
Sundays Price nog 354 7921
1987 Mercury Topaz Auto, cruise, elec
windows and locks, ak. stereo Fxceeentcondillon Cal 354-3068
Accouatic guitar with hard case and extras
$120 nog Tony. 362-4030
CANNONDALE RACING BIKE SHARP CONDITION AND A GREAT RIDE CALL 372-3333
FOR KURT. OR LEAVE MESSAGE S2B0
Car stereo Pioneer Super Tuner HI. premier series Removable fsceputte. remote control. CD
rack, plus a whole lot more' $225 00 neg Cal
2-1171 or 2-2855 end leave e message
Commodore 64 sxajdlng Okldeta 120 Printer
w cables. 1541 Disk Drive w,cables. 1200
baud modem, 2 (oystlcks. over 200 disks ol
games, utilities and more $220 o b.o. Cal
2-1975 and leave a message
Macintosh SC 20 meg hard drivs. Ml page
monochrome monitor. NEC 24 pm letter quality
printer, data copy 300 dpi scanner. Tel Graas
20 meg tape back-up, Zenith external 2400
BAUD modem, computer table, software A
rnanuala $1798.00. 362-0687. leave measage
Rookie Cards
Al Sports
362-2546. Ron

One non-smokng female roomrnete to sublease
house tor Spring Ssmeeter 2 blocks from campus. si607mo. plusutfatiee. Cal 362-7164.

FORRENT

One Or two nonsmoking male roommates (or
Spring Cal 352 4301
909LEA9ERS NEEOED.2BR 2Barh Fraiee
apt Close to campus! St 50.month Give us a
cal 352-0679
Wanted: Subleaaer for Spring 1992 House,
located across from campus on Wooater Rent
negotiable Cal 353-6827 mnvi.mnn.-ign

HELP WANTED
Dyriamic opportunity Faateet growing Co. In
America expanding to Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
Japan Company has Hsadquartera. Distnbu
tion and Trainig Center si Hong Kong It you
have famay, trlenda. or buelness associates in
Hong Kong. Japan, or Taiwan please contact
the J a G Grove at 1-800-695-7213
Earn S1.000 par waalt at home elufflng snvelopast For Inlormation please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enter
poses Box 67066C. Cuyahoga Fats. OH
44222.
NOQIIaMMCKS
EXTRA INCOME NOWIII
ENVELOPE STUFFING

1 female aubtosaer needed Can move in as
soon as possible Cal 352-9263 Leave mee»age

I

1967 5 0 Mustang LX. 5 speed air. new tires.
sunroof. Alpine stereo. 49 000 mass. $5,000
or best offer Call 372 3731 or 389-6623 or

leave message

required lor al non university related businesses and individuals

NAME (print)
ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

7, 1991

OastCRON DELTA KAPPA
Have you excelled In....
SCHOLARSHIP
ATHLETIC!
CAMPUs ORGANIZATIONS
JOURNALISM
CREATIVE A PERFORM! NO ART*

Faculty Appreciation Month
The* Chi eporecietes the faculty and staff at
BGSU

Go shopping with UAO
Sail rday November 2J 1
18 00 ws! get you to the
Fsldsne Mall In Dearborn, M
Sign up NOW In the UAO Office.
3rd floor Union. Cal 372-2343 tor into

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

$600 $800 every week
Free OeteJe SASE to:
Brooke International. In.P.O Box 680605 • Orlando.FL 32868

-••tow Leasing"
Summer A Fal 1992-93 Leases
Large assortment to choose from.
Stop by 319 E. Woostsr
(across from Taco Bel)
lor listing brochure A speak with our
friendly atari or call 354-2290
John Nevrlova Reel Estate
2 Ddrm. 2 tun baths. 1
$430/month 352-3178

yr

ok) buackng

3 bedroom house In Weston

$400 psr month
476-9329 or 669-3673
Apartment lor subleeaa on 117 N Mam #7 tor
Spring 92 If Interested, cal Marty or Gary at
352 3570
HAVE VOU HEARD7777?
RE MANAGEMENT
has its flyer reedy tor the
1992 93 School Year
reedy and wailing for you to pickup'
STOP IN TOOAYI
113 Ftaeroad Street
(NextloKinkos)
362-9302
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING
2 BR apt
$400 month Al utilities except elec AC. gss
heal. deck, dose to campus Cal Jsrry. Jim or
Brian at 352 9639

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

19B3S KST riCTURE

WEST SIDE STORY
Classification in which you wish your ad to

. Carnpua A City Events'

Wanted

Lost and Found

. Help Wanted

Roes

For Sato

. Services Ottered

For Rent

Personals

■ First day. S1 00 service charge only -- emit 36 worda tor a non-profit event or meeting. Subsequent day* are charged at regular
classified ratea
atall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
TheBONswa
214 West Hal
BGSU
Bowing Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)

Total number of days to appear

7nt *ipr^

Cf

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

DAYTON A BEACH
5 and 7 NIGHTS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
S ANO 7 NIGHTS

November 7
9:00 pm

Gish Film Theater
FREE ADMISSION

-by J. Gonzalez
IN

Bring Your Parents To See

Av<AKHslINGS

Phone. 172-2601

Hit or Swiss
'.VrTfc

BREAKS
STEAMBOAT

2. 5 ANO 7 mCHTS

PANAMA
CITY BEACH
7 NICHTS
FORT LAUDEttDALE

Dates to appear

(l/E r.'r.> :n'J -.-.'"'"■'.'•

STARRING
NATALIE WOOD & RITA MORENO

1

" ''f^LSSF*"

WITH TfW'TrrfTWNiFRIW!"

■

7NICHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
S AND 7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND/
PORTARANSAS
5 UNO 7 NIOHn

11th Annual
C.lerbratlonl

November 8 & 9
7:30. 9:45 & Midnight

210 MSC
S1.50

nnnnd

TOU FME

NFonuTWN t mmnimom

1800-321 5911

